EUROPADELUXE BED SLAT FRAME
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BED FRAME ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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A - 2 x Long Side Rails
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B - 2 x Short Side Rails
O

C - 30 x Wooden Slats
(Queen,King)
26 x Wooden Slats
(Full,Twin)

F - 30 x Plastic Single Side
Slat Cap (Queen,King)
26 x Plastic Single Side
Slat Cap (Full, Twin)
G - 7 x T-Legs (Full,Queen,King)
6 x T-Legs (Twin)
H - 15 x Plastic Double Side
Slat Cap (Queen,King)
13 x Plastic Double Side
Slat Cap (Full)
Note: Not Included for Twin
I - 8 x 3/4” Bolts
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ASSEMBLE THE FRAME
1) Attach one end of the Long Side Rail (A) and Short Side Rail (B) to the Corner
Cap (D). Repeat on all four corners. NOTE: Long Side Rail should have the indented
holes facing up and the Short Side Rails should have the indented holes facing inward.
2) Attach the Middle Rail (Not Included on Twin) (N) and to the center of the Short Side
Rail (B) using the enclosed Allen Wrench (L), fasten using the 1-3/4” Bolts (K)
and Hex Nuts (L).
3) Attach the Corner Brackets (E) and using the enclosed Allen Wrench (K), fasten with
the 1-3/4” Bolts (J) and Hex Nuts (L).
4) When completely assembled, tighten all Hex Nuts with the enclosed wrench (M).
5) Add center support crosswires (N) - 2 for full/queen/king and 1 for twin - to each end of
the short side rail and secure with bolts.
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J - 26 x 1-3/4” Bolts
(Full,Queen,King)
20 x 1-3/4” Bolts (Twin)
K - 1 x Allen Wrench
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D - 4 x Corner Caps
E - 4 x Corner Brackets

M - 1 x Wrench
N - 1x center support
crosswire (twin) or
2x center support
crosswire (full/queen/king)
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L - 34 x Hex Nuts
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ADD THE LEGS TO THE FRAME
1) Attach the 4 T-Legs (G) to the underside of the Corner Brackets (E) and
using the enclosed Allen Wrench (K), fasten using the 3/4” Bolts (J) and Hex Nuts (M).
Repeat on all four corners.
2) Attach the 1 T-Legs (G) to the underside center of the Middle Rail (O) and
2 T-Legs to the underside center of both Long Side Rails (A) and using the enclosed Allen
Wrench (K), fasten with the 1-3/4” Bolt (I) and Hex Nuts (L).

STEPS CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE

EUROPADELUXE BED SLAT FRAME
CAUTION:
• Tighten all components
securely before use. Failure to
do so may result in personal
injury.

ADD THE BED SLATS
1) Attach the Plastic Single Side Slat Brackets (F) to the ends of the Wooden Slats (C).
Repeat on all remaining slats.

• Do not use any sharp objects
to open plastic wrapped
components as damage to
product or components may
result.
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3-YEAR LIMITED
WARRANTY
Europa Foundation is warranted for a three
(3) year period against defects in materials
and/or workmanship. Unless there is a clear
warranty issue, the Europa Foundation are
not returnable to Classic Brands. Classic
Brands’s warranty does not include and is
voided by staining, bodily fluid contamination, water damage, smoke damage,
burns, tears, abuse, chemical damage
due to improper cleaning or heat damage.
The warranty is applicable to the original
purchaser only and is not transferable.
Should a warranty issue arise on a Classic
Brands Instant Foundation, contact point
of purchase for a Classic Warranty Claim
Form. Complete Warranty Claim Form
clearly detailing the defect. Fax completed
form and copy of original sales receipt to:
888-637-1943. Incomplete forms, forms
without a copy of original receipt will not
be processed and will be returned. Following receipt of completed form Classic
Brands will assign an authorization return
number to properly completed requests
and instruct that the product be returned
to Classic via U.S. Postal Service or UPS
at the retailer’s or customer’s expense. Be
sure to obtain tracking information on the
returned product as Classic is not responsible for product that does not reach us.
Include a copy of the completed Classic
Warranty Claim form in the box with the
returned product. Mark container Attn:
Classic Brands Warranty Department.
When received, our quality control department will inspect the product and verify the
defect. A replacement product of equal or
greater value will be sent to the customer.
No credit will be issued. If the claimed defect can not be verified Classic Brands will
return the product to the sender. Please
retain this warranty and your original
invoice for three (3) years.
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2) Attach the Plastic Double Sided Slat Brackets (H) to the Wooden Slats (C).
Repeat on all remaining slats - You should have 15 slat sets for Queen and King, 13 slat
sets for Full and 13 slats for Twin.
3) Snap the ends and center of the bracket sets into the top of the bed frame.
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